TESTIMONY
URK18CS273 Ms. Varsha Seetharaman BTech CSE (2018 to 2022)
I express my sincere gratitude to CSE-KARUNYA for the
extra care and support provided by all the faculty
members and mentors during physical classes and even
during the pandemic times in each and every step of my
professional career. I am placed in ZINIER Technologies
Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore. This was possible by the team of
expert faculty members that made me industry ready,
while the placement training helped me to enhance my
skills. I am fortunate to be a part of this great Temple of
learning.
URK18CS174 Ms. Aishwarya Murugappan BTech CSE (2018 to 2022)
I had come to CSE-KARUNYA with mixed emotions, but
after having completed four years at Karunya, the
beautiful campus, the morning worship and the amazing
faculty members made a long-lasting impact on my life.
Karunya encouraged me and my friends to discover our
technical and programming skills through hackathons,
workshops, conferences, seminars and boot camps.
Because of the guidance of my faculty and the immense
support of my university I secured placements in
Accenture and Cognizant Technology Solutions.
URK18CS256 Ms SHIJEENA S MATHEW BTech CSE (2018-2022)

I still remember my first day at KITS. I
was extremely impressed with the
campus infrastructure and overall
ambience. There was a sudden sense of
positivity and that’s when I knew that I
had come to the right place. CSEKARUNYA provided me with internship
opportunities in the best industries
including Cisco Systems, and without a
doubt, these experiences helped me
develop my skills, amp up my resume,
and boost my confidence. Here I am
today, blissfully completing my final
semester with placement in the three
multinational
companies
namely
Accenture,
Wipro,
and
Cognizant
Technology Solutions.

URK18CS249 Isha Gupta BTech CSE (2018-2022)
I belong to Agra, Uttar Pradesh. Joining
Karunya was always the dream for me,
especially when it comes to the south.
Karunya is a place where one finds people
representing every state of India. I am
thankful to the NCC 5TN Girls Battalion
for providing me the opportunity to become
a cadet and come out as a smart and
disciplined student. Though I was very
scared and doubtful whether I would
secure a placement due to COVID19
pandemic
situation,
the
continuous
guidance and motivation of my faculty
through online mode enabled me to get
triple placements in Accenture, Wipro and
Cognizant Technology Solutions

URK18CS079 Mr Benson Samuel Jose BTech CSE (2018-2022)
By the grace of God, I got an opportunity to study in
this prestigious Institution and it has been a blessing.
Karunya gave me many opportunities to grow spiritually
and academically. During my 7th semester, I got placed
at Cognizant Technology Solutions with a good package.
Things got even better when I acquired a prodigious
SGPA of 9.86 during my final year. I am indebted to my
mentor, faculty and all staff members of CSE-KITS for
their never-ending support and encouragement.
URK18CS068 Mr S Brighton BTech CSE (2018-2022)
It is a privilege to study at KARUNYA and especially in
the
Department
of
Computer
Science
and
Engineering. The able guidance and technical support
of my faculty members groomed me as Android,
MERN stack and AI developer. I could exhibit my
coding skills developed at KARUNYA by carrying out
worklets with Samsung PRISM. The internship I
underwent at Conevo Technologies arranged by my
department honed my technical abilities in the web
technology arena. I got placed and am currently
working as a python developer in Cognizant Technology

